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achievement of Ancient India and of the West are beyond its
scope, perhaps, for a long time to come. The art of the
great masters of the world's literature does not inspire
creative effort in Gujarata. But higher literary traditions
are in the process of being formed and a swifter move-,
ment may make up for lost time.
Conventions no longer stifle free movements in Gujarata.
The life of the present is not a mere prelude to the other
world. Passionate desire to reach the heights of joy and
power and wisdom within man's allotted days, inspires
both life and literature. A struggle, as of some mighty
Prometheus, has been stirring the soul of Gujarata. Life
indistinctly resounds with faint echoes of songs which sing
of new hope, life and beauty. A vision of new Gujarata is
before us, a Gujarata, one and indivisible; free, strong and
rich; with its fertility restored, its banking strengthened, its
shipping revived; with its men and women forging a new
tradition and culture, seeking self expression in noble forms
of literary art.
But Gujarata can have no existence apart from India
Intimate relations bind Gujarata to Maharashtra, KanarC
and Sindh, and ally it to Maravada and part of Rajputana,
Nationalism dominates the present and will largely control
the near future. And all provincial pride and distinctive-
ness will continue to find self-fulfilment in merging itself
into a sense of greater unity,
Gujarata, again, can have no meaning and no future
except as an expression of Indian culture. The spirit of
Aryan culture has, in the past, obliterated provincial boun-
daries and struggled to create literary and artistic unity
despite the difference of script and language. With modern
civilization to provide facilities and nationalism to furnish
political leverage, its unifying activities are sure to bear
early fruit. Within a decade or two, we may see a growing
national language and a commonwealth of literatures, to
which each Indian province will have contributed its best
and noblest
Aryan culture is not the apparatus of life, not the stoues
by which the mother of the Vedic $shi ground corn, not

